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  he following is a conversation with Nancy 
  Trombley. Nancy talked to us about her  
family’s relationship with Mayo Healthcare over  
many generations, in  
many different ways. 

Mayo: What has been  
your relationship with  
our organization?

Trombley: I’ve known 
about Mayo since I joined 
the Trombley family 
through my husband 
Dale, who grew up in 
Northfield. His mother 
and some siblings worked 
as aids or in the dietary 
department in the 1980s, 
and his grandmother was 
there until she died. But  
my work as a nurse surveyor 
also brought me to Mayo in a  
more official capacity. As a surveyor I made sure 
health care facilities were in compliance with federal 
and state codes and regulations. 

Mayo: I understand that your mother lived at Mayo  
as well.

Trombley: Yes. When my mom was in her mid-90s,  
my siblings and I made the decision with her that  
she couldn’t stay in her home any longer. She made 
the decision to come to Vermont, and after visiting 
Mayo, she decided to go there. She was very much  
still rowing her own boat. 

Mayo: It must have been hard for your mother to give  
up her home after so many years. 

Trombley: Yes it was, but the staff was all over the idea 
that Mayo is a resident’s home, and they worked to 
make it feel like she was making a family connection. 

Mayo: From both your professional point of view and as 
a family member, what are the qualities you’d look for in 
continuing care, rehabilitation, or residential care?

Trombley: What I always 
appreciated from Mayo’s 
administrators was that 
the residents came first. 
The administrators took 
care of their staff — all 
their staff — in a way that 
made employees want to 
give residents the best 
care, that made residents 
feel like Mayo was their 
home, and that they 
would be taken care of 
with dignity, respect, and 
sense of knowing them as 

individuals. Just like a family. 

Mayo: Does this level of care  
 have anything to do with the 
 size of a facility?

Trombley: I would like to think that a large facility 
would be successful in accomplishing this, but I 
think there is something very home-like in a small, 
50-bed nonprofit. They are able to keep the focus on 
small things that make a difference. When you have 
twenty or a hundred facilities you are responsible 
for, how can you keep that individualized community 
connection?

Mayo: Does being a nonprofit make a difference? 

Trombley: All nursing homes and health care 
facilities have the same issues, but I think a nonprofit 
organization has fewer layers or hoops to jump 
through. Issues can be grappled with and resolved  
in a more timely way. 

Celebrating Grace’s birthday from left to right  
Edward Archbold, Pat Archbold, Grace Archbold,  

and Nancy Trombley.
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Our Mission Statement: 

Mayo Healthcare’s mission 
is to provide exceptional, 

high quality health care that 
exceeds the expectations of 
our residents and families 

and to promote and maintain 
an environment in which 

every resident, every family 
member, and every staff 
member feels respected  

and valued. 

The Serenity Lounge: A Place of Peace
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  ayo has always provided a place 
  where families and residents can be 
together in private at the end of life. But 
when Christine Scott arrived as the new 
Administrator some years ago, she found  
“a room with a sun porch that was too cold 
in the winter and too hot in the summer, 
was hard to get to, and wasn’t very 
attractive.” 

 When Mayo earned a $25,000 Quality 
Award last year, Christine promised herself 
it would go toward creating a quiet, 
nurturing, and sensitive place for residents 
to spend time with their families. The space 
became a reality when Marilyn Williams 
and her family generously stepped forward 
with financial support. Marilyn deeply 
appreciates the care her mother, Sybil 
Williams, received at Mayo. As she famously 
expressed it, Mayo has an “infection of 
affection.”

 In designing the room, Christine 
thought about nature. When she feels the 
stress of her busy job and life’s demands, 
she goes to her family’s camp in the 
Northeast Kingdom. “When I get there,” 
she explains, “I build a fire, sit quietly, 
and listen to the waves splashing along 
the shoreline outside. The stress seems to 
simply slip away.” Christine wanted to take 
these elements that bring her so much 

M comfort, a warm fire and the sounds of 
nature, into a space where families could 
be together privately with their loved one 
at the end of life. 

 Today, the Serenity Lounge is 
furnished comfortably with a stone 
fireplace radiating warmth and the 
sound of water tranquilly flowing from 
a fountain nestled in a small indoor 
garden. “Without the staff’s hard work and 
quality of care and the Williams family’s 
generosity,” Christine says reflectively, “this 
quiet, peaceful place would never have 
happened. We are very grateful.”

Marilyn Williams with her mother’s  
beautiful quilt that now graces the wall  

in the Serenity Lounge.



  era Strong’s daughter, Janet Strong Astore, 
  recently wrote us about our new “Keeping in 
Touch” e-newsletter. “Thank you so much for doing  
this. I am thrilled as I think about my mom every day 
but cannot get there as often as I’d like to.” This was  
our hope — that family and friends of residents would  
feel more connected to the people they love. 

 “Keeping in Touch” is sent out once a month.  
We include a monthly activities calendar so family and 
friends know what is happening and will encourage 

readers to make suggestions for 
activities or events that residents 
may enjoy.

 We also include at least 
one article on a topic we feel 
is important or interesting. 
In the May issue, the topic 
was the importance of having 
an advance medical directive 
and information about a 
new app from the American 
Bar Association that can be 
downloaded on a smartphone.
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Donations for Garden & Walking Path

Mayo Goes Mobile: “Keeping in Touch” is Launched

Many thanks to all those who donated to   
Mayo’s first annual appeal. 

 he donations we received are earmarked   
 for a new walking path and garden 
renovations. The estimated cost of the project is 
$30,000 for paving, landscaping, trees and shrubs, 
and benches. This project will greatly enhance 
the grounds, making them safer and providing 
beautiful places for residents to visit with friends 
and family. This is an ongoing project so it’s not too 
late to contribute. Mayo Healthcare is a nonprofit 
organization (501c3) and all contributions are fully 
tax-deductible according to U.S. laws. For more 
information, please contact Lois Lusignan at  
(802) 481-3161 or llusignan@mayohc.org. 

T

This project will greatly enhance the grounds, making them safer and providing 
beautiful places for residents to sit with friends and family.

Janet Astore and her mother Vera Strong  
at the Mother’s Day Tea.

 “Keeping in Touch” was designed so that it can be 
easily read on all devices from your computer to your 
smartphone so no matter where you are, you can learn 
about what is going on at Mayo.

 If you haven’t received “Keeping in Touch,” but would 
like to, please send your name and email address to  
info@mayohc.org. We’ll get right back to you!
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Lourena and Aldis Trombley

An Extension of Home 
Continued from page 1

 We recently had an experience that goes along 
with this idea of a community nonprofit.  When 
tropical storm Irene hit Vermont, my husband’s 
parents lost their home. For 10 years, Aldis, Dale’s 
dad, had taken care of his mother, Lourena, who 
has Alzheimer’s. The morning after the flood 
when Dale brought them to our house, his father 
couldn’t get out of bed. It was almost like he had 
post-traumatic stress. When Aldis was finally able to 
get up, he said he didn’t think he could take care 
of Lourena any longer. Although he had never 
agreed to it before, he said that it was time she was 
in a safe place. So we called Mayo and explained 
the situation. They said, “Of course Lourena can 
come here.” They made it happen. They heard our 
story. We feel Mayo is always there for us, like an 
extension of our home. 

“We feel Mayo is always  
there for us, like an extension  

of our home.”

Mayo Resident, Doris Kidd, Selected to  
Exhibit Art Work
 n May, Doris Kidd was part of the Central 
 Vermont Council on Aging’s 5th annual Art 
of Creative Aging Exhibition held at the Kellogg-
Hubbard Library in Montpelier. The juried  
artwork was collected from artists 70 years of age  
or older.  
 Doris, who has had a life-long interest in 
painting, is an accomplished watercolorist. At Mayo 
Rehabilitation and Continuing Care, she continues 
her interest despite significant limitations with her 
eyesight, participating in a weekly scheduled art 
workshop conducted by Michael Gray. Doris paints 
abstractly now with acrylic paint, choosing her colors 
and developing the painting in layers of brushstrokes. 
 Doris’s paintings are unique, each containing  
its own mood and energy from the synergy of color 
and rhythm of brushstrokes. The paintings and  
Doris’s delight in the act of painting inspired  
Michael to submit her work for The Art of Creative 
Aging Exhibition. 

 For more than 20 years Mayo has had regular 
art workshops for residents. The workshops have 
produced both 
wonderful art 
and intellectual 
and creative 
stimulation. 
“The 
engagement 
of making 
art is very 
therapeutic,” 
Michael notes, 
“It is very close 
to meditation. 
And the creative 
act expresses 
who we are.” 

I

Doris Kidd and Michael Gray in front  
of her artwork at the Art of Creative 

Aging exhibition.


